WHEN THE BEST FIT
IS RETRO
Are reuse and sustainability
your mandate?

JRB Studio offers a unique solution to reuse and sustain
your existing tables and desks. First and foremost, our legs
and height adjustable mechanisms attach to nearly any
surface or shape, allowing you to transform your workspace in
a simple, cost effective manner. Because our design is centered
on independent table legs and no connecting bars, we provide
your team members with superior, unobstructed leg room
and maximum storage. Our standard retro fit option includes
height adjustability from 22” to 48” with optional height
ranges and optional design aesthetics available as needed.

Our innovative approach can help you meet most ergonomic
or mobility needs of your diverse workforce. Recognizing
that sustainability is not limited to reuse, JRB Studio’s electric
mechanisms operate at a low, zero point one watt standby
power, further enhancing the environmental benefits of our
retro fit options. When your mandate is reuse, sustain, and
extend the life of your existing workspace, our experienced
team can show you how our retrofit options can be the key
to your success.

REUSE. SUSTAIN. EXTEND.

• Easy, cost-effective
installation

• Adjusts from 22” to 48” with optional
ranges available

• Small kit of parts

• Available in pin, crank and electric

• Retrofit capabilities
for nearly any surface.

• Standard controller with memory presets
• Low, zero point one watt standby power

• Independent Legs
• No Connector Bar
• Maximum storage
beneath surface
• Superior Leg Room

“JRB Studio’s independent legs were just the solution we needed to retro fit our work environment. Installation
was a breeze and we appreciated the minimal amount of hardware needed. Our employees love the height
adjustability and there seems to be a renewed energy throughout the organization. Baker’s retro fit program
perfectly fit our needs and objectives.”

For additional information or other products from JRB Studio, please visit www.jrbstudio.com
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